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WOOD FROG
MAYA | ARNOLD | MARI | PHOTOSHOP | ZBRUSH | NUKE | HOUDINI
Responsible for all elements except base model.
The healthy and injured frog textures were built upon projec�ng skin scans and hand pain�ng, such as 
bruising drawn for the injured subsurface map. The eyes were given the look of cloudiness using a mix 
of transmission and subsurface maps. The water was created in Houdini using VDBs. The base dart frog 
model, property of Quinn Thompson, was heavily altered in Zbrush to a wood frog, and rim lit and fill lit 
with two area lights in addi�on to the HDR.  

MORNING
MAYA | ARNOLD | ZBRUSH | PHOTOSHOP | NUKE | MARVELOUS DESIGNER | HOUDINI
Responsible for all elements except some modeling.
The kitchen assets and door were altered from models from CGTrader. The collar was modeled in Maya 
and brought into ZBrush for detailing. The food bag, rug, and hand towel were created in Marvelous 
Designer. Houdini was used to create the blinds, dog food, toy ball, and atmospheric dust. Shaders and 
textures were given imperfec�ons using procedural noise and ambient occlusion. An HDR acts as the fill 
light, while two area lights act as key lights, one in the hallway ligh�ng the collar, and another directed 
into the kitchen from outside.

JUICEBOX
MAYA | ARNOLD | PHOTOSHOP | NCLOTH | NUKE
Responsible for all elements.
The CG object was lined up with a reference photo including informa�on such as environment 
HDR ligh�ng, reflec�ons, perspec�ve, and camera specifics to translate into the 3D environ-
ment. The texture was scanned and cleaned in Photoshop, and the FX used nCloth with a 
hidden weight object with final integra�on tweaks within Nuke.

EX MACHINA MOOD MATCH
MAYA | ARNOLD | NUKE
Responsible for all elements.
This 360 scene was modeled and lit referencing the glass interroga�on room in Alex Garland’s 
Ex Machina. The room consists of a ceiling key mesh light along with four other mesh lights 
located in the floor, doorway, and other room. A light portal directs light into the area outside 
of the other room. 

ABSTRACTIONS
HOUDINI | REDSHIFT | NUKE
Responsible for all elements.
The main methods used to create all the elements are VDB and displacement using layered 
procedural noise. The general process was to sca�er geometry onto the main object, and use 
VDB Smooth to create a seamless surface. RBD and pyro were also used. The shader worked 
towards an organic SSS theme. The scene was lit with a warm key and cool rim light.

PUPPY DOLL
MAYA | NCLOTH | XGEN | ARNOLD | HOUDINI | NUKE
Responsible for all elements.
The doll’s arms, legs, and ears were separated then constrained to the body for a more 
flexible nCloth simula�on. Using guides created in Houdini, the hair was generated and 
detailed with xGen. The eyes were a�ached using muscle surface a�ach.

TIGER
HOUDINI | MANTRA
Responsible for groom.
Separate guide grooms were created focusing on the face, ears, torso, legs, and tail. Curves 
were used to guide the fur along the skin with GuideAdvect. Paint masks were used through-
out the process to control a�ributes like density for the whiskers or length for the torso 
groom. In order to avoid simula�ng the en�re groom, the glueToAnima�on a�ribute was 
controlled using GuideMask based on length by also referencing the a�ribute within the 
GuideDeform. This way, only longer hairs such as the whiskers, cheeks, and chest were 
simulated, while the rest followed the anima�on. 

BED STUDY
MAYA | ARNOLD | NCLOTH | HOUDINI VELLUM | NUKE
Responsible for all elements.
Overall shapes were created within Vellum and then brought into nCloth for detail wrinkles. 
The pillow was volumized with pressure and indented using sphere collisions, and the pillow 
case was simulated colliding with the pillow alembic and ma�ress. Both the sheet and 
blanket were created using stacked simula�ons between Vellum and nCloth. 

DOLL STORY WARDROBE [IN PROGRESS]
MARVELOUS DESIGNER | NCLOTH
Responsible for all elements.
All clothing pa�ern was built within Marvelous Designer following director Zandria Ross’ 
references. The father’s bu�on-up blouse was sleeveless as to avoid collision issues with the 
blazer’s rolled sleeves, and was tucked into the formal slacks on separate layers. The �e 
consists of a long rectangle and a trapezoid as the knot. A belt and belt loops are wrapped to 
the mother’s dress. 
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wrinkles. The pillow was volumized with pressure and indented using sphere 
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between Vellum and nCloth. 

DOLL STORY WARDROBE [IN PROGRESS]
MARVELOUS DESIGNER | NCLOTH
Responsible for all elements.
All clothing pa�ern was built within Marvelous Designer following director Zandria 
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Responsible for all elements.
The doll’s arms, legs, and ears were separated then constrained to the body for a 
more flexible nCloth simula�on. Using guides created in Houdini, the hair was 
generated and detailed with xGen. The eyes were a�ached using muscle surface 
a�ach.

DOLL STORY CHIHUAHUA [IN PROGRESS]
MAYA | XGEN | ARNOLD | HOUDINI | MARI | NUKE
Responsible for groom, texture, and shader.
Base guides were ini�alized within Houdini and imported into Maya XGen for guide 
sculp�ng. A clump modifier paint mask introduced areas of high and large clump 
density, and frizz and stray hairs were added with a noise modifier. Texture and 
shader masks were painted in Mari for more color control within Arnold. Weight 
masks were also painted for the nose shader and sub-surface sca�ering in the ears. 
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